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DAY 1
RECALL AND REFOCUS

This exercise will help you reflect on positive feelings and actions when you compete and recall those feelings to improve your ability to use imagery.

Once you can recall these feelings you can refocus them onto future meets.

There are six questions on the NEXT TWO PAGES; focus on each one for 5 minutes. Focus your energy on recalling specific movements and feelings in your body.

Write down your answers to help you recall these experiences in the future.

Reflect on this list any time you want to center your attention on positive feelings and experiences.

Champions aren’t made in the gyms. Champions are made from something they have deep inside of them— a desire, a dream, a vision.”
~ MUHAMMAD ALI
1) Imagine a time in competition when you felt your takeoff for a skill was on.
   - How did your body feel?
   - What sensations can you remember?
   - What specific movements in the skill went well?

2) Imagine a time in competition when you felt your routine was on.
   - How did your body feel?
   - What specific sensations can you remember?
   - What specific actions do you remember working for you?

3) Imagine a time in competition when you felt strong.
   - How did your body feel?
   - What specific sensations can you remember?
   - How did your body react to warm-ups?

4) Imagine a time in competition when your landing was on.
   - How did your body feel?
   - What specific sensations can you remember?
   - How did your body react to your entry?

5) Imagine a time in competition when you felt prepared.
   - How did you generally feel?
   - What specific sensations can you remember?
   - What specific behaviors do you remembering working for you?

6) Imagine a time in competition when you felt alert.
   - How did your body feel?
   - What specific sensations can you remember?
   - What specific actions do you remember working for you?
Day 2
Key words and phrases for winning

Without thinking too much about each word, write at least six words that come to your mind related to being successful.

Finish the phrase: “A successful person is ________________________________.”

Write at least six words that reflect how you want to feel as you do gymnastics. Finish the phrase: “When I am in control and doing my best, I feel ________________________________.”

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Write at least six words that reflect how you want to feel as you master a skill. Finish the phrase: “When I am in control and doing my best, I feel ________________________________.”

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Circle two or three of the in most powerful words in each category.
Write up to six words in the spaces below.

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6)

Use these as your key power words. When you feel distracted, anxious, nervous, bored, tense, troubled, or down, you can use these words to set you back on track for success. When you feel thoughtful, content, relaxed, or happy, you can reflect on these words in order to feel even more positive about your upcoming meet.
14 Days of Focus

**DAY 3**

**POSITIVE SELF-TALK**

The positive things you say to yourself during workouts, before a meet, and during a contest, will affect your performance. You provide yourself with support and chart your own direction toward success. To have effective self-talk, you must practice it consciously and regularly.

Self-talk can be words or short phrases and should always be positive. When you say words or phrases to yourself, you should say them sincerely, not sarcastically. If you repeat phrases as if you believe them, then over time you will come to believe them and your mind and body will respond accordingly. This phenomenon is called a "self-fulfilling prophesy.

| ✓ I can see my skills clearly | ✓ I stay focused the entire routine |
| ✓ I control my gymnastics | ✓ I am powerful |
| ✓ I am calm and alert in each event | ✓ I love a challenge |
| ✓ My movements are effortless | ✓ My routines flow seamlessly |
| ✓ I perform with precision | ✓ I am a good gymnast |
| ✓ I have accurate landings | ✓ I recover quickly |
| ✓ I am aggressive | ✓ I score what I expect |
| ✓ I am smart | ✓ I am at home on the equipment |
| ✓ I have trained for this moment | And in the air |

List some self-talk words and phrases that work best for you:

[ ]

You will come to believe the things that you tell yourself. Be sure to keep it positive and constructive in order to improve your performance in gymnastics and frame-of-mind. Repeat some positive self-talk phrases when thinking about gymnastics, before practice, during practice, when you wake each morning, while warming up for your meet, when you step onto the floor, and as you execute each skill.
**Day 4**

**BUILDING SELF-CONFIDENCE BY FOCUSING ON YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

Think of a time when you beat the odds. It could be a sporting event, school-related task, performance, or anything else that comes to mind. This is a time when you thought you **COULD NOT** do it and felt that other people doubted you, but you persisted and were successful. Answer the following questions based on that event.

**Briefly describe the event.**

**List three important characteristics of the successful event (e.g., things that made the event challenging or out of the ordinary).**

1)  
2)  
3)  

**List three negative things you heard from others or you said to yourself.**

1)  
2)  
3)  

**List three positive things you heard from others or you said to yourself.**

1)  
2)  
3)  

**What made the difference between “winning” and “losing”?**

Confidence is based on observed reality. When you are starting to doubt your abilities, reflect on this time when you felt doubt, but you made the event successful.
### Day 5

**Gaining Control of the Things you Can Control (and Letting Go of the Unimportant Stuff)**

Stress often results from feeling that circumstances are out of your control. Many times they are. For example, you cannot choose who you compete after or how noisy the crowd is.

Because gymnastics meets are comprised of things that you can control and other things that you cannot, you must choose where you put your energy, and let go of the others. Consider that other stuff unimportant, and stay focused on the things you can control.

1. **What are your first thoughts when you wake the day of a meet?**

2. **What kinds of things do you like to do the day of a meet?**

3. **What is your pre-meet routine the day of a competition?**

4. **What kind of warm-up do you like to do the day of a meet?**

5. **What is your ideal frame of mind 45 minutes before you compete?**

6. **How much water/fluid do you intake before you compete?**

7. **What is your pre-meet routine when you step up to each event?**

8. **What kinds of things do you say to yourself when you step up to each event?**

9. **How do you step up to each event?**

10. **How much do you want to push yourself during a meet?**

11. **What overall strategy will you implement?**

---
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Distractions prevent you from following through with your plan of action. That action might be a workout, an exercise, a frame of mind, focus of your mind, or any other activity or mental frame that contributes to your gymnastics goals. Distractions, however, can be minimized if you (1) are aware they exist, and (2) commit to handling them in a productive manner.

Below is a list of constructive ways to cope with distractions. At the bottom of the page, fill in an appropriate coping mechanism for specific distractions you may experience. You

**Constructive Strategies for dealing with Distractions**

- Repeat gymnastics goals to myself.
- Focus on positive self-talk.
- Concenrate on the reasons I want to succeed.
- Take a break, and then return to the action.
- Count to 10, and then attempt the exercise again.
- Leave the situation.
- Replace my distracting thoughts with something else more productive.
- Tune it out, and focus on my breathing and visualization.
- Remind people I have specific goals I need to meet.
- Tell people about my gymnastics goals; their support helps me.
- Allow another person to handle the distraction for me.
- Focus my mind on the "big picture" to work through the issue.
- See the situation as a temporary distraction that I can ignore.

Your opponent, in the end, is never really the player on the other side of the next, the swimmer in the next lane, or even the bar you must high-jump. Your opponent is yourself, your negative voices, your level of determination. ~ Grace Lichtenstein
WITH THESE STRATEGIES IN MIND, CONSIDER HOW YOU MIGHT BEST HANDLE THE DISTRACTIONS LISTED BELOW

✓ A loud noise in the gym
✓ People who want to chat during my workout
✓ A gymnastics teammate who isn’t concentrating
✓ Phone calls during practice/conditioning time
✓ Coach yelling at me or a teammate
✓ People who I don’t want watching me train
✓ Being in a bad mood
✓ Too hot or too cold in the gym
✓ Soreness or stiffness in my body
✓ People who want to hang out with me a lot
✓ Teammate who appears to be in a bad mood
✓ Equipment doesn’t feel right
✓ I had a bad day and find myself thinking “life stuff”
✓ My biggest distraction is
✓ Another big distraction for me is
✓ Other ways I can cope are

You can prevent distractions from becoming obstacles to training and focus. Effective choices help you achieve your Gymnastics goals.
Head: Position for skill
- Head is forward (or wherever it is supposed to be).
- Eyes are focused.
- Mind is clear.

Feet/legs: Movement in air during skill.
- Feet and legs are powerful on take off.
- Legs are straight and tight in the air (or bent as appropriate).
- Toes are pointed.

Trunk: Rotation and position.
- Trunk and hips are tight and positioned correctly.
- Hips are rotating or twisting quickly.

Arms/Hands: Position for flipping or twisting.
- Arms and hands are in correct position for each skill.
- Arms initiate take off and air positioning.

Strategy: Making every move count.
- Feel alert and relaxed.
- Be ready to perform each time.
- Feel the skill before you do it.
- Feel correct positioning in the air.
- Focus on technique not outcome.
- Control your energy level.

“There are only two options regarding commitment; you’re either in or you’re out. There’s no such thing as life in-between.”
~ Pat Riley
Day 8
Imagery to Increase Gymnastics Skills

Imagery can be an effective tool for improving gymnastics skills, becoming more comfortable on the mat and with your team, and building self-confidence. For successful results, imagery should include all your senses. You’ve already been

1) Imagine that you are in the place in which you usually practice. Look around your environment. How does the place look? What covers the walls? What equipment is present? How does the place smell? Feel yourself in your workout clothes. What is the temperature of the room? How does the floor feel beneath your feet? Feel your body as you get ready to practice.

What other things can you imagine about the practice environment?

2) Incorporate movement. Feel yourself walking around. Feel yourself warming up. Feel your body as you do a few drills to get warmed up. Feel the sweat on your face and your hands as you are warming up and your body temperature increases.

What other movements do you feel?

3) Imagine yourself performing specific gymnastics skills. Feel free to actually move around as you imagine this part of the exercise. Feel yourself performing the following skills comfortable, quickly, with energy, and perfect form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jog around the mat and jump</th>
<th>Hurdle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do a basic tumbling warm up</td>
<td>Do a handstand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do a warm up vault</td>
<td>Do giants on the high bar/uneven bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do a basic beam/pommel horse warm up</td>
<td>Do a front flip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do a back flip</td>
<td>Do a twisting tumbling pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick the landing</td>
<td>Dismount from your best event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismount from your most challenging event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work through the progression at your own pace. Keep your imagery vivid.
Use all your senses to make your imagery as realistic as possible.
**Day 9**

**Imagery for Relaxation**

Read this list of feelings and actions to yourself as you breathe deeply, and visualize yourself at the gym during a meet. For deeper relaxation, have someone else read the list aloud to you as you lay back with every muscle relaxed and eyes closed, concentrating fully on visualization. You can also make a tape of yourself reading through the phrases confidently and smoothly, providing time between each item to visualize completely.

**Imagery for Relaxation Statements**

- Begin by visualizing yourself at the gym preparing for a meet.
- You feel strong.
- You feel comfortable. You feel confident. You feel in control.
- As you wait for your turn, you feel your body is ready to perform.
- You stand at the corner of the floor mat, and feel tight yet fluid.
- Your feet are together and arms are in position.
- Your head is forward and you choose a focus point.
- You are alert and completely focused on this tumbling pass.
- You begin stepping into your hurdle and feel the rhythm of your movement on the floor as you perform your skill.
- You feel your take off for the skill, position is perfect.
- You are in the zone.
- You initiate the skill; feeling your actions as you gain height.
- Tumbling is fun because you can feel your body working perfectly.
- Now imagine your best tumbling.
- See yourself hit every position.
- Feel the landing.
- Now imagine your hardest tumbling pass.
- See yourself hit every position.
- Feel the landing. (Do this for skills on other events).
- You enjoy the challenge gymnastics.
- You perform with physical intensity and mental alertness. (Do this for skills on other events).
- You are always anticipating, your body is always ready to respond.
- You are in control of the meet, performing and dominating.
- You are quick, strong, smart, alert.
- You are a good gymnast.

Take the time to concentrate on what you can do and on your particular talents. Resist the urge to worry about things you perceive as weaknesses or flaws. Your strengths can outweigh shortcomings if you focus on what makes you a successful gymnast.
### Day 10
**Tapping Your Strength Reservoir**

An essential part of your competitive edge in gymnastics is your inner strength. Like physical strength, your inner strength must be developed. Do this by reflecting on what makes you a strong gymnast. Raise your consciousness about your personal strengths by answering the following questions. Write down your answers below.

1) **My best technique is**...

2) **My best routine is**...

3) **My best skill is**...

4) **My best strength is**...

5) **My best overall quality as a gymnast is**...

6) **I am proud that I**...

7) **I made a good training decision when I**...

8) **I am in control of**...

9) **I am not afraid to**...

10) **I am strong enough to**...

11) **Something I consistently do well in meets is**...

12) **My competitors are probably most intimidated by my**...

13) **Something that I can do now that I couldn’t do last year is**...

14) **Since I first started gymnastics, I have accomplished**...

15) **My greatest achievement in gymnastics is**...
DAY 11
COPING WITH HIGH-STRESS SITUATIONS

Different situations can produce high-stress feelings. During the time leading up to a meet, you might find yourself in a number of situations at high risk for producing stress. While you cannot control the situations themselves, you can control the way you cope. Listed below are several examples of coping strategies that are positive ways to reduce stress.

Listed on this page are some specific situations that often produce stress for gymnastics. Although you may not feel affected by many of these situations, there may be others that cause you anxiety. You can add those at the end. In order to control your reaction to the situation, choose a coping response that is positive and effective. You can choose from some of the examples listed on the previous page or list your own response for each of the items. You control your reaction, and a positive reaction will result in a positive outcome.

Coping Strategies

1) Leave the situation
2) Talk to a trusted confidante (friend, teammate, coach) face-to-face, on the phone, or via email
3) Think about the reasons you want to succeed and the benefits that will result from making a consistent effort
4) Focus on remembering a previous successful performance
5) Switch to a different exercise or drill
6) Remember three compliments your coach has given you about your abilities
7) Drink some water (or other sports beverage)
8) Make a note in your training log or diary
9) Agree to “trust your training”
10) Forgive yourself, and see the next opportunity as a chance to challenge yourself
11) Focus on recovering from the problematic throw, strike, or defensive move
12) Develop a sense of confidence about your next technique or combination
13) Use positive imagery
14) Tell yourself “stop!” before the situation feels out of your control, then replace negative thinking with positive thinking
15) Replay in your mind a similar performance in which you executed your plan effectively
16) Practice your technique in which you correct the problem
17) Take a 10-second relaxation break
18) Breathe some “blue air” (see your “Meet Toolbox” in this manual)
19) Take a short jog or brisk walk
20) Adjust your uniform and stretch to take a break and refocus
21) Count to seven with your focus words
22) Smile and repeat your #1 goal to yourself
23) Use some positive self-talk phrases
24) Take a slow, deep breath
Listed on this page are some specific situations that often produce stress for fencers. Although you may not feel affected by many of these situations, there may be others that cause you anxiety. You can add those at the end. In order to control your reaction to the situation, choose a coping response that is positive and effective. You can choose from some of the examples listed on the previous page or list your own response for each of the items. You control your reaction, and a positive reaction will result in a positive outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Risk Situations</th>
<th>Coping Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) An important meet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Competing against a well-known gymnast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Not feeling your best prior to competition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Feeling inadequately prepared prior to competition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Competing in front of friends and family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Competing in front of a large (or televised) audience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Another gymnast or coach criticizing your ability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) You are performing noticeably better than usual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) You are performing noticeably worse than usual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) You just made a serious error or mistake</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Your meet is later in the meet and most of your teammates...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...have lost their meets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...have won their meets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Your coach has just criticized you</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Your competitor seems bigger, stronger, younger/older than you</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) The set up is not to your liking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) You cannot locate your uniform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Your competitor tries to intimidate you with chatter, fancy moves, or looks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) You have an “off” practice before the meet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) You have to wait around for your meet begins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) Someone tells you something impressive about your competitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) You’re one of the first events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) You feel you got a bad draw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) You get cautioned or warned for something you didn’t do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Your competitors look especially mean or tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Day 12
Trust your training

Consider what got you here and the commitments you have made to get ready for this event. Read each question below and rate on a 5 point scale with 1 being "does not apply at all to me" and 5 being "very much applies to me." There are no trick questions and the questions should be taken at face value. Be honest with yourself.

1) I have intentionally prepared for this event. ___
2) I have worked hard in practice and pushed myself physically. ___
3) I have taken steps to prepare myself mentally. ___
4) I have made training a priority in my life. ___
5) I have practiced common meet situations and scenarios. ___
6) I have surrounded myself with people who look out for me. ___
7) I have kept my commitment to improving my skills and fitness. ___
8) My coach knows the sport and has my best interests in mind. ___
9) My coach listens to me and we collaborate about my training. ___
10) I have become a better gymnast over the past year. ___
11) I know the rules and regulations and how to use them to my advantage. ___
12) I have pushed myself beyond what I thought my limits once were. ___

List some new things you have learned this year

List some specific things you have improved on this year

Your heart is leading a journey with your mind and body. Your commitment to preparing mentally and physically for this event has meant a journey of sacrifice. Champions are not born, they are made. You have taken necessary steps to making yourself successful. Trust your training and enjoy the benefits of hard work.
Find a still, quiet place. In this exercise you will imagine the time leading up to your meet. Use the words on this page as a guide and feel free to drift into our own focused imagery.
DAY 14
SETTING THE STAGE FOR SUCCESS

WRITE DOWN SOME OF THE SPECIFICS FOR THE MEET.

✓ How many days of competition are scheduled? ________________________________
✓ How many meets are scheduled? ___________________________________________
✓ What times are your events scheduled? _____________________________________
✓ Will you compete straight through? _________________________________________
✓ How many events will you compete in? _______________________________________
✓ How many judges will be there? _____________________________________________
✓ What will the judges wear? ________________________________________________
✓ How big is the venue? _____________________________________________________
✓ Who will be coaching you? _________________________________________________
✓ Who will be in the stands cheering for you? _________________________________

NOW THINK ABOUT THE THINGS THAT YOU HAVE DONE TO SET THE STAGE FOR YOUR SUCCESSFUL PARTICIPATION AT THIS EVENT. LIST FOUR SPECIFIC THINGS YOU HAVE PRACTICED WITH YOUR TEAMMATES AND/OR COACH THAT YOU EXPECT YOU WILL ENCOUNTER.

1)

2)

3)

4)

NOW CONSIDER THE PERSONAL COMMITMENTS YOU HAVE MADE TO GET READY FOR THIS EVENT. LIST SPECIFIC THINGS YOU HAVE DONE THAT SET THE STAGE FOR SUCCESS.

OTHER PEOPLE HAVE HELPED YOU SET A SUCCESSFUL STAGE. LIST THE NAMES OF COACHES, TEAMMATES, SUPPORTERS, SPONSORS, FRIENDS, FAMILY, OR ANYONE ELSE YOU CAN THINK OF. THESE PEOPLE ARE “IN YOUR CORNER” AND ARE PROUD OF THE COMMITMENTS YOU HAVE MADE IN PREPARING FOR THIS EVENT.

Now the stage is set for the actual event. When you visualize your successful performance, you can imagine some of the details outlined on this page.
MEET TOOLBOX
STRATEGY 1: TEN SECOND RELAXATION BREAK

STEP 1: SMILE AS YOU SAY TO YOURSELF...
"My body doesn’t need this___________________________________________."
(Irritation/Stress/Distraction)

STEP 2: TAKE A SLOW, DEEP BELLY BREATH...
...Count to four slowly on the inhale and on the exhale.

STEP 3: TAKE A SECOND BELLY BREATH...
...Close your eyes at the top of the inhalation.
...As you exhale...Imagine (visualize and feel) something warm
...Entering your body at your head
...And flowing down into your hands and feet.
...Heaviness and warmth are flowing in.
...Think to yourself “I am calm.”

STEP 4: OPEN YOUR EYES.

Winning isn’t something that happens suddenly on the field when the whistle blows and the crowds roar. Winning is something that builds physically and mentally every day that you train and every night that you dream. ~ Emmitt Smith
MEET TOOLBOX

Strategy 2: 20 Minutes Before Leaving for the Venue

About 20 minutes before you depart for the venue, go over this worksheet and reminder list to center your mind and prepare for competition.

Reduce anxiety by being prepared. Use this list to make sure you have packed everything you'll need for the event. Skip over items that do not apply to you and add other items as needed.

✓ Leotard/pants/shirts  ✓ Socks  ✓ Snacks/money
✓ Keys  ✓ Contact lenses & solution  ✓ Credentials/identification
✓ Towel  ✓ Water  ✓ Medications
✓ Gum  ✓ Shoes/flip flops  ✓ MP3 player and headphones
✓ Competition bra  ✓ Warm-up suit  ✓ Clean clothes for afterwards
✓ Rubber bands for hair  ✓ Spray bottles  ✓ Hand grips
✓ Tape  ✓

Visualize Success. Imagine a successful routine. What do you see? How does your body feel when you're successful? Now imagine having those same feelings in your routine today. Imagine that you are successful. Imagine performing your best ever.

Set it in. Repeat the following phrases out loud - as quietly or as loudly as you like. I am strong. I am precise. I am smart. I dominate. I am courageous. I have quick actions. I have good air sense. I am relaxed. I am alert. I am prepared.

Refocus. Now take 7 slow, deep breathes as you focus on 7 power words. If possible, close your eyes as you do this exercise. As you exhale each breath, think about one of the following seven words in the order specified below.

(1) Strong  (2) Precise  (3) Relaxed  (4) In Control  (5) Alert  (6) Energy  (7) Success

Control the Situation. With your bag packed and your mind focused do some light movements. Go over full rotation of joints (neck, fingers, wrists, elbows, shoulders, hips, knees, and ankles). You are now mentally prepared for your competition. Tournament your group or your ride five minutes before the scheduled departure time so that you are not rushed in case the plan changes. When you see your coach, teammates, hotel staff, or people from other teams, say hello. The action of speaking to others will relax you and put you in control of the situation.
MEET TOOLBOX

STRATEGY 4: STAYING FOCUSED ON REST DAYS

NOTE: USE THIS EXERCISE IF YOU HAVE ALREADY COMPETED BUT HAVE A REST DAY IN THE MIDDLE OF COMPETITION.

WITH A DAY OF REST IN THE MIDDLE OF COMPETITION, YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO HEAL YOUR BODY AND MIND AND REFOCUS MENTALLY ON THE TASK AHEAD. VIEW THIS SITUATION AS A POSITIVE OPPORTUNITY. USED CORRECTLY, A REST DAY CAN GIVE YOU AN EDGE AGAINST YOUR COMPETITION.
REST DAY IS FINE, AS LONG AS IT DOES NOT PRODUCE ANXIETY FOR YOU. LIST SOME THINGS THAT MIGHT HELP YOU RELAX MENTALLY AND/OR PHYSICALLY, THAT YOU CAN DO WHEN YOU HAVE FREE TIME TODAY.

RELAXING THINGS TO DO TODAY:

____________________________________________________

STEP 4: REFOCUS
Toward late afternoon or early evening, practice imagery. Go over your personal strategies and strategies for tomorrow’s Meet. Techniques as well as what you expect during the meet. Using the blanks below, create a few words or phrases on which to refocus your mental imagery.

SPECIFIC STRATEGIES FOR TOMORROW’S MEET:

1)
2)
3)
4)

PERSONAL (GENERAL) STRATEGIES:

1)
2)
3)
4)
**MEET TOOLBOX**

**STRATEGY 5: BREATHE BLUE AIR TO FACILITATE RELAXATION WHEN STRESSED**

**VISUALIZE** that the air you are breathing in and out has a color. If you are highly stressed, uptight, or not feeling well, the air you exhale will be red. Breathe deeply. Close your eyes and imagine that the air you exhale is a deep red. It is rich in color.

... **NOW FEEL** the muscles in your body begin to relax. And continue to breathe deeply. Allow yourself to let go of stressful feelings. As you breathe deeply, imagine that the air you take in is a dark rich blue color. The air you breathe in is blue, and the air you exhale is red.

... **THE RED COLOR** is such because you are ridding your body of the stress with each breath. See the blue air in front of your mouth, ready to be taken into your lungs. Once inside, the blue air turns red as the air moves the stress out of your body.

... **WITH EACH SLOW, DEEP BREATH,** the air you exhale begins to lighten in color. Now it is a light red. As more and more stressors leave your body, the air becomes lighter still...now it is pink. The dark blue air you breathe in now barely has a color at all. Continue to breathe deeply, letting go of tension and stress. Let each breath carry away the negative. Breathe in the positive, blue air. You are relaxing now. The tension is almost gone, and you are feeling more and more relaxed.

... **BREATHE THE BLUE AIR IN,** and continue to imagine the air you exhale as almost colorless. As you continue to relax, imagine that the air you exhale begins to turn light blue.

... **YOU ARE MORE** and more relaxed now. Breathe blue air, and feel the cool blue air circulating through your lungs. With no more stress and tension to pick up, it stays blue. Slow, deep breaths continue to relax your body.

... **INHALE BLUE AIR,** and exhale blue air. Breathe blue air. Take it in, hold it, and exhale slowly. The air is blue and cool. It relaxes you, comforts you, and makes you feel confident.

... **BREATHE BLUE AIR ...**